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Chapter 1 BACKGROUND 
 
  Chapter 1 describes the background and objective of this study. We define computational 
biosemantics as “a data-mining method from the Web for finding of biological novel 
discovery. It uses Semantic Web technologies.” “Biosemantics” is commonly utilized in the 
field of philosophy [1], which discusses the sense and value of a vital by symbolization of a 
vital phenomenon. Gene Ontology (GO) is an application in the life sciences [2,3]. Ontology 
is also a philosophy-related term, which defines principles that define the existence of things. 
  Bioinformatician is collecting data now cruising many databases on the scene that 
conducts data analysis. We have to shorten the period of drug design and medical studies by 
simplifying data set preparation. The active upgrade of a database with a relational database 
involving the redesign of the schema of a datum is not always ideal, and can have negative 
implications. Different standards and formats are used for different databases. Before 
extending a database record, a database engineer needs to consider and clarify possible 
database licensing issues. The license of dumping datum utilization was ambiguous in many 
cases. 
  On the other hand, Semantic Web can be used to express a database and convert resource 
description framework (RDF) using a graph structure [4]. We can add a novel record to the 
database being used by extending a network. It is collateralized by uniform resource 
identifier (URI) where an original datum belongs and is computer friendly. A licensable 
problem can solve Linked Open Data (LOD) using Web extensions [5]. We propose the use 
of Semantic Web by exploiting a life sciences database to overcome the disadvantages of the 
methods available till date. In addition, LOD should be continuously created using a project 
with different scales. For instance, BioHackathon, which is an international developer 
workshop [6–9], and LOD Challenge Japan [10,11] are members of very active communities. 
RDF is expected to serve as a standard format in the bioinformatics of the future, which is 
realized by changes in biosemantics. Furthermore, secure life-science data, in which personal 
information is enciphered, can predict the production of various applications. It is important 
for LOD other than life sciences to further develop for the benefit of society. This study aims 
to realize the database integration of proteomes and interactomes, which use biosemantics 
and tool development. 
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1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1 Current Life Science Database 
  First, we describe the situation regarding existing life science databases. In Japan, the 
government organization National Bioscience Database Center (NBDC) [12] and the research 
institute Database Center for Life Science (DBCLS) are responsible for unifying life science 
data [13]. The protein structure database Protein Data Bank Japan (PDBj) [14,15], the 
genome database DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ) [16], and the metabolism pathway 
database Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [17,18] are well-known 
international biological databases. From 2008 to 2013, NBDC/DBCLS has hosted an annual 
international workshop called BioHackathon, which has seen participation of life science 
database researchers from other countries in addition to Japanese researchers. Different 
groups of researchers, programmers, and bio-curators Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) 
[19], ChEMBL [20], among others, collaborated under one platform [21]. They integrated the 
bioscience datum and are continually available to the public. The international bioscience 
consortium furthers the research and development of component engineering required for 
such databases. We believe that a global databank should be based on the historical 
circumstances of the past genome project. Therefore, in the database, computational biology 
is more advanced than other sciences and technological fields. However, realizing the 
globalization of Japan’s experimental data is challenging because of the existing limitations 
to information disclosure required to acquire patents or publish papers. Moreover, biologists 
do not have resource such as capital, labor, skill, or time essential for converting 
experimental results to databases. In addition, situations exist where it is not possible to write 
a treatise even if the researcher updates the database. As a result, it is not easy to train 
personnel as bioscientific database researchers. In the field of bioscience database, the 
International Society for Biocuration organizes the international conference Biocuration. 
 
1.1.2 Conventional Method using Relational Database (RDB)  
  In 1970, Edgar Frank Codd (1923–2003) proposed the concept of relational database 
(RDB) [22]. Nowadays, the RDB approach is the most widespread approach globally. The 
designer of the database determines its purpose, arranges the information, and designs the 
entity’s relationship model. With respect to RDB, calculations that use relational algebra and 
related logic by defining the set of data according to their relations and attributes are possible. 
In the data modeling of RDB, it is necessary to regularize it to exclude data redundancy. The 
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entity (substance) included in the row (attribute) of the database should have a unique key. It 
does not permit an empty instance; repetition and inapt expressions can be prevented. 
Enterprises, governments, municipal offices, and educational institutions have been using 
RDB as a basic technology because it is very stable and reliable. However, with RDB, it is 
difficult to edit the table after databases are run; therefore, it limits database integration. SQL 
is one of the most famous query languages used for relational databases. 
 
1.1.3 Proposed Idea of Biosemantics for Bioinformatics 
  Semantic Web is a new technique in the database field and is used to share data resources. 
Semantic Web is a standing rule for data mutual reference in the World Wide Web (WWW) 
and was proposed by Tim Berners Lee [23]. However, till date, this technique has not been 
achieved due to computational limitations. Moreover, it did not fit the current trends, and was 
not fully understood by many. However, with the rapid improvements in computer hardware 
technologies over the last few years, W3C has recommended RDF and web ontology 
language (OWL) based on Semantic Web. In the future a Web user will come to acquire 
information from the web of data like the present Internet (web of a document). Currently, 
the public has prompt access to data from many knowledge sources, and this information can 
be used by the application. In general, the packaging method for Semantic Web uses the RDF 
format. Triples are modeling of the subject, predicate, and object by using the directed graph. 
RDF can be defined such that it can refer to all resources as URI. This format is machine 
readable and shares the same data between different databases and Web applications. It is 
called Linked Data and combines the data generated by RDF as metadata. Moreover, the 
knowledge of semantics using RDF and OWL has been used to integrate the Linked Data to 
the WWW as the Semantic Web. 
  The following examples have been previously published in the field of computational 
biology. Belleau et al. made conversions from a major bioscience database to the integrated 
database Bio2RDF [24]. Chen et al. integrated information for drug development into the 
Linked Data of Chem2Bio2RDF [25] using public pharmaceutical databases. The developers 
of DBCLS created many Web applications that used Semantic Web technology, such as 
TogoWS [26], Semantic TogoDB [27], TogoGenome/TogoStanza [28], TogoAnnotation[29], 
and Allie [30].  
  The main theme of the international developer conference BioHackathon 2010 was 
Semantic Web [8]. In that workshop, international researchers discussed, developed, and 
consolidated their mutual opinions. At that time, they identified areas commonly accepted 
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and developed settings for the integration of bioscientific information. These results were 
called the “Odaiba Manifest” and were aimed at the international community of biocuration. 
The theme of BioHackathon 2011 in Kyoto was “Generation and utilization of Linked Data.” 
The theme of BioHackathon 2012 in Toyama was “Biomedical applications based on the 
Semantic Web technologies,” while the theme of BioHackathon 2013 in Tokyo was 
“Semantic interoperability and standardization of bioinformatics data and Web services.” The 
results of these workshops have been reported as a prepublication paper. 
  The formation of a research community in an international consortium and each region 
represented by advanced medical science research into the genome project is important. A 
researcher registers the research results into databanks, such as information regarding the 
arrangement of a genome, a library of protein conformation, and a chemical compound. Most 
of the information in these databases can be freely used as open data. Moreover, NCBI 
PubMed or PMC contains information that can be freely accessed [31]. At present, there is an 
increasing number of open-access journals to which contributions can be made. The 
evaluation index of related print magazines has also improved. In the informatics field, the 
rapid development of source code is encouraged due to public presentations and is inherited 
in the history of software development, i.e., it is open source. We believe that we should treat 
open data as well as open-source code. In Japan, the LOD Challenge began in 2011 for the 
technical promotion and education regarding LOD [10,11]. In recent years, there has been 
increased activity regarding open data activity, which has been encouraged by the Japanese 
government [32]. 
 
1.2 Purpose 
  Nowadays, utilizing biosemantics, e.g., Semantic Web, ontology, and LOD, even 
small-scale laboratories can quickly compile data. We constituted a graphical database of 
intermolecular interactions, focusing on the ligands of an enzyme (tyrosine kinase), 
carbohydrates (sugar), and lipids, which were subdivided using biosemantics. Moreover, we 
calculated the distances between amino acid residues and ligands in the Protein Data Bank 
(PDB) at the atomic level using octree [33], and modeled the result in RDF. We called this 
dataset Protein–Ligand Binding Site Pair (PLBSP). We later loaded PLBSP LOD during a 
triple store. Ontology-based machine-learning approaches have become effective for 
bioinformatics in the era of data-driven science. Machine learning is widely used for various 
prediction systems in bioinformatics. Among these, protein–protein and protein–ligand 
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interaction predictions (prediction of interactome) are widely used in drug design and 
green-biology research. However, a minute dataset is needed to train the predictor for 
machine-learning systems. Our system is aimed at the rapid development of prediction 
systems using the machine-learning approach. In addition, we have provided images that are 
useful for application development, and which are open to the public with an open license. 
We named this service UTProt-Image. We unified LOD, the predictor’s pipeline, and image 
library for interactomics, and stacked them into the portal site UTProt (University of Tokyo 
Proteins, http://utprot.net). Although UTProt currently has many developer-oriented contents, 
its main objective is the development of end user-oriented applications. 
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Chapter 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
  Chapter 2 describes the materials and methods. This study introduces a method of utilizing 
RDF [34] and OWL [35] as datasets for the development of machine-learning predictors of 
interactomics. Moreover, using SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) 
[36,37] we explain the process of implementing interactomics LOD in a graph database. RDF, 
OWL, SPARQL, and LOD are core techniques of the Semantic Web. In this research, we use 
RDF libraries such as Ruby [38], Python [39], and Perl [40] for RDF serialization of 
large-sized datasets. For medium-sized datasets, database schemes and data serialization are 
required from non-RDF data to RDF by Open Refine (former Google Refine) [41–43] and 
RDF Refine (a Google Refine extension for exporting RDF) [44–46]. For conversion to the 
Redland Raptor RDF Syntax Library [47] format, rdf2rdf [48] and ConvRDF [49] are useful.  
  These include proteins that interact with tyrosine kinase, part of the proteins that interact 
with sugar (carbohydrate) molecules, and identify a protein chain mapped by major protein 
databases such as UniProt [19,50] and PDB [51–55]. We use the RDF data of PDB, 
PDB-Ligand [56], and UniProt for the creation of interactome LOD. We add the RDFized 
dataset of European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) Structure Integration with Function, 
Taxonomy and Sequence (SIFTS) [57]. Furthermore, we RDFize the interatomic distance 
between protein and ligands in PDB calculated using octree in Saad’s research and other 
previous studies [33]. The total number of triples is 30 billion. Finally, we design three RDF 
schema models and enable access using AllegroGraph 4.11 [58] and Virtuoso 7 [59]. To 
operate RDF of the Giga triples class in these databases, we require a PC with at least 500 
GB of main memory. We made the abovementioned LOD the backend database. We collect 
SPARQL endpoints on a single website on the WWW and wrote a document for the 
SPARQL query and provide services like those offered by the EBI RDF Platform [21]. It 
uses these endpoints and develops some interaction predictive tools between proteins and 
ligands in the short term.  
  This is the research position and development assistance of machine learning using 
interactome LOD. Users can use the developed predictive tool as a module of the workflow 
of a Web application. We use Galaxy for the Web framework of this workflow [60]. 
Moreover, we need to prepare image content beforehand for application development, and do 
not require an open-license image library. We propose a management method such that 
experimental data or report documents produced daily at each laboratory are not lost. This 
idea is also useful when the person is in change of personnel. We tackle the creation of the 
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appropriate structure for data accumulation. The data provider licenses the data and needs to 
enable it to refer to a recyclable form. However, it is necessary to control the timing of its 
release with regards to patents or papers made available to the scientific community. 
Therefore, there is a need for a data portal in a closed environment. The CKAN framework 
enables smooth system design since it is useful for closed data and open data [61]. This 
system has an option that enables the direct upload from the internal database of a laboratory 
to an international repository. We believe that the data portal is effective for use when there is 
a requirement for the data to be presented to the public. We report the development of the 
service for circulating these data and progress of employment. 
 
2.1 How to Make a Domain Specific LOD? 
2.1.1 Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
  RDF is a format used to describe the metadata on the Web and was recommended by W3C 
in 2004 [4]. The relation between the subject and object is connected by the predicate using 
the resources of the metadata with URI. RDF applies the subject and the object to the node, 
and the predicate is applied to the edge. Therefore, it can be expressed using the graph. The 
class of two nodes and one edge is called a triple as one unit. Moreover, a graph database is 
constructed by loading an RDF graph into the RDF store. The spreadsheets can convert the 
graphs. The rows of the table correspond to the subjects, the columns of the table correspond 
to the predicates, and the cells of the table correspond to the objects. Figure 1 is a concept 
that represents the transformation to RDF data. 
 
Figure 1 RDF represents that which sets a subject and an object to nodes, and sets a predicate to an edge. 
It has the feature whereby a resource can refer to it using URI. By RDFizing data and the database, we can 
merge and perform repurposing of data between different domains. The information inside an organization 
is in orange, the external public database is in blue. 
 
database
data
inside of lab. database
data
database
data
database
data
public database
subject objectpredicate
RDFize RDF
RDF: Resource Description Framework
RDFize
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In addition, typical name spaces such as RDF Schema (RDFS) by W3C [34], Friend Of A 
Friend (FOAF) by FOAF Project [62], and Dublin Core (DC) have been recommended by 
The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [63]. Permanent sharing of metadata on the Web is 
enabled by incorporating these into the data modeling like a standard library of the program. 
The OWL is one of the enhancing vocabularies of RDF for the ontology recommended by 
W3C in 2004 [35]. Modeling can be done on the relation of the class as well as the definition 
of the homonym and synonym, among others. 
  In this study, we made RDFs for the life science domain using UniProt [19], PDB [14], 
PDB-Ligand [56], and Bio2RDF. We converted the data of EBI SIFTS into RDF using the 
original RDF schema as non-RDF data. We used convertible tools such as Link Data (at light 
size) [64,65], Open Refine (at middle size) [41,46,66], and the RDF library of a script 
language such as Ruby/Python/Perl (at heavy size) to make RDF [38–40]. RDF has several 
formats such as N-Triples [67], RDF/XML [68], and Turtle [69]. It may also be useful to use 
the Redland Raptor RDF Syntax Library developed by Dave Backett to change these 
serializations [47]. 
 
2.1.2 Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
  Ontology is the dictionary of common vocabularies in a domain. Its role is to identify the 
same terms that exist in different domains. Various concepts utilize OWL for 
machine-readable purposes in Semantic Web technology. A namespace describes the data 
relation using RDF and OWL. For complex networks, it is difficult for an engineer to edit a 
script while imaging a model. In this case, the ontology editor has to attempt to visualize the 
conceptual modeling. The ontology editor often used in the life science field is Protégé [70], 
which was also used in our research. Figure 2 shows the tree structure of a class in UniProt 
Core Ontology, which was obtained using Protégé. Each class is connected by property 
edges. 
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Figure 2 Combination of a class and property expressed by a tree structure, which constitutes a network 
topology as ontology using OWL. This figure illustrates the owl:Thing’s subclass of the UniProt core 
ontology using Protégé. 
 
Here we introduce the ontology used in this research. We will utilize UniProt (Uniprot Core 
Ontology) [71], PDBo (PDB Ontology) [14,72], EDAM (EDAM Ontology of Bioinformatics 
and Data Formats) [73], FALDO (Feature Annotation Location Description Ontology) [74], 
DDI (Ontology for Drug Discovery Investigations) [75], and SIO (The Semanticscience 
Integrated Ontology) [76], among others, from the Website, NCBO BioPortal [77] or 
literature; we will model the novel RDF schema for the interactome LOD. 
 
2.1.3 SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) 
  SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) was recommended by W3C as a 
query language of the RDF graph database in 2008 [36]. It specifies the name space in the 
RDF graph and operates it by giving a query corresponding to the subject, predicate, and 
object. This operation language can execute the edit, retrieval, merging, and inference by a 
unit of the graph or triples. SPARQL 1.1 was recommended by W3C in 2013 [37]. It 
executes a federated query between different endpoints using SERVICE functions. Figure 3 
is a SPARQL endpoint of AllegroGraph 4.11 [58]. 
property
Ontology
class
t l
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Figure 3 This picture is an example of the use of the endpoint of AllegroGraph 4.11, which is used on the 
UTProt RDF platform. It is helpful for carefully considering the concept of programming to return a 
simple result in HTML. 
 
2.1.4 Linked Open Data (LOD) 
  Linked Data is a database project connecting each RDF graph using hyperlinks. In 2007, 
Auer et al. developed the partial structured data (metadata) of Wikipedia to using Linked 
Data and named it DBpedia [78]. Information science, life sciences, social network 
multimedia, and government statistics, among others, were all merged with a possible 
cross-reference by making it a starting point and using RDF. Figure 4 shows the latest 
Linked Open Data Cloud as of November 2011 [79]. The links became large, and the 
complete figure cannot be drawn. The pink domain represents the life science LOD. In 
science and technology fields other than informatics, the use of Linked Data is very advanced. 
It is also called the Web of data and was developed by Tim Berners Lee. 
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Figure 4 Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by Richard Cyganiak and Anja Jentzsch. http://lod-cloud.net/. 
In this figure, the pink zone is the LOD of the life science domain. This diagram’s license is Creative 
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike. 
 
  Semantic Web acquires metadata on WWW and aims at data sharing between different 
applications. The abovementioned RDF and OWL are the base technology, and Linked Data 
aims to realize further achievements. The goal of the developer is that “All data should be 
able to be referred to open on the Web.” Governments have been positively promoting the 
data archives in Europe and North America, and as a first step, government statistics, 
library-based book collections, scientific research data, and social nets have been put together 
for open access to the public. However, there is a problem regarding data that cannot be made 
available globally, such as papers and publications, patent filings, copyright, and privacy 
protection. We should also note the case where the producer of data does not desire to make 
the data public; the provider should be able to manually control the extent of the data’s use, 
and the user can bypass the application for permission to use the data. 
  Figure 5 is a flowchart showing database integration using Semantic Web and the LOD 
technology flowchart. This method combines internal information, public databases, 
application development, and data analysis. It should be expected that the application will 
propose various areas. 
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Figure 5 Flowchart showing the practical use of Semantic Web in Biosemantics. We modified the internal 
data experimental results and the public databases for analysis into RDF and merged them. We employed a 
common vocabulary in ontology by OWL. We load serialized LOD into RDF store and open to the 
exterior. In WWW, an endpoint and a resource serve as Semantic Web. 
 
2.2 Method for Controlling Large-scale LOD in RDF Store 
  The operation of over 10 Gtriples RDF such as PDB and UniProt requires a 
high-performance computing. For example, the main memory of the back-end server of the 
UTProt RDF Platform is 379 GB. A developer can convert data from comma spread value 
(CSV) and tab spread value (TSV), among others, to the RDF format. He can also convert it 
from one RDF format to another RDF format, such as N-Triples to RDF/XML and N-Triples 
to Turtle. Because one graph is located in a line with one line, it is easy to execute the script 
processing for N-Triples. However, since N-Triples are redundant, its file size is large. 
RDF/XML has many applications corresponding to the data structure of XML. Also, the file 
size of RDF/XML is less than that of N-Triples. Turtle is expressed as a triple with a brief 
sketch; it has a small file size and display letter counts. Turtle is also fit for printing in space. 
Large storage and high-speed CPUs are also necessary for editing and processing large 
amounts of data records that were loaded into the database. If huge master data is divided for 
load sharing the amount of storage consumption will double. Virtuoso 6 is an RDF database 
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(triple store) that was developed around 2011. Even with a PC that satisfied the requirements, 
in 2011, the time taken to load Virtuoso 6 from UniProt took at least one month. In 2011, 
Virtuoso 7 or AllegroGraph 4.11 was improved to allow UniProt to be loaded within several 
hours. However, the UniProt RDF platform grew from approximately 3 Gtriples to 10 
Gtriples between 2011 and 2013. For RDF format conversion that exceeds 1 Gtriples, it may 
lead to a syntax error caused by a memory overflow with rapper (Redland Raptor RDF 
Syntax Library). convRDF is a transformation tool for large RDF such as UniProt at 2013. 
Moreover, there is a conversion Java tool called rdf2rdf, which also includes file compression. 
The compressed RDF file can also be loaded in Virtuoso 7 or AllegroGraph 4.11. A 
developer can select the RDF format and file compression condition from a self data 
repository. In the very efficient database mentioned above, a Web application for 
administrators is included. However, loading large data to a database via the Web is 
accompanied by the risk of server failure. It may be better to communicate with a server that 
had previously compressed RDF data. The data has to be loaded from a local server to a 
database. The methods used to monitor whether the loading is proceeding normally differs 
for different database systems. The loading can be monitored by an SQL function by typing 
isql at the command line in Virtuoso 7, and using the client of a command line in 
AllegroGraph 4.11 outputs a loaded log. 
 
2.3 Database Integration and Tool Development for Interactome with 
Biosemantics 
  In this section, we explain the applied LOD for biosemantics. First, we develop the 
integrated database of the interactome LOD. Second, we develop Web applications with the 
interactome LOD. Third, we develop the image library with an open license as the database 
materials for human readability. Then, we develop a working support tool for researchers. 
Finally, we integrate these products into the portal site.  
 
2.3.1 Interactome LOD 
  UTProt LOD was provided mainly for data-set creation, for machine learning of 
interactomics, and application development. In addition to major public databases (UniProt 
and PDB), this LOD comprises four graph databases: PLBSP, Tyrosine Kinase Interaction 
Pair (TKIP), Sugar-Binding Protein (SBP), and Structure Integration with Function, 
Taxonomy and Sequence, original data source by EBI (RDF-SIFTS). In this LOD, existing 
RDF resources were transferred to the new RDF schema model to guarantee the product 
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performance. Prior to RDF, we performed additional data compilation. We loaded 
approximately 30 billion triples into the graph database. A developer can operate RDF by 
loading graph databases from SPARQL endpoints. We also introduced detailed sample 
queries on the website. The graph databases currently used are AllegroGraph 4.11 and 
Virtuoso 7. These days, the target users of this database are bioinformaticians and database 
developers. 
 
2.3.2 Predictor Tools and Pipeline for Interactome  
  Ontology-based machine-learning approaches can expedite predictor development for 
interactomics. We developed an instrument for binding prediction and the prediction of 
binding sites (protein residues that interact with ligands). UTProt LOD is used to collect the 
dataset for predictors with high precision. These predictors are exhibited on UTProt as 
stand-alone programs. Furthermore, we implemented parts of the workflow on the UTProt 
Galaxy pipeline for end users, and provided an operations manual. As an example of 
eScience (data-driven science), which uses Semantic Web technologies, we proposed a 
machine-learning tool for intermolecular interaction. 
 
2.3.3 Open-License Image Library 
  A data bank of 2D/3D graphics would be useful for the development of an application that 
uses LOD. It is desirable to have mages that are continually provided by a particular URI. 
Furthermore, permission should be given for widespread public distribution, enabling it to be 
freely used for scientific graphics. In this manner, the databank data is recyclable by Creative 
Commons License Attribute (CC BY) [80]. The UTProt-Image is an image data bank for 
which an open license for interactomics was applied. We are currently developing this system 
based on Coppermine Photo Gallery 1.5.2.4 [81]. 
 
2.3.4 Data Portal for Closed Data with CKAN 
  Researchers are required to provide some documentation, such as a research document, 
program, or data, which can be used by other users. However, it is necessary to properly plan 
the timing with which a patent or paper is published. We carefully consider the placement of 
a data archive in a closed environment using the open-source data portal wear CKAN 1.8 
[61]. 
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2.4 List of Computer Specifications Used in this Study 
  This section describes the specification of each computer used in this experiment. The 
database server of the UTProt RDF Platform is an actual machine at the National Institute of 
Informatics (NII). The Web application server of UTProt (UTProt Galaxy, UTProt Image, 
BILAB Data Portal) was in the Cloud. The Cloud computing environment uses Amazon Web 
Service (AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [82]. 
 
	 
Product	 Name:	 UTProt	 RDF	 Platform	 
	 
CPU:	 Intel	 Xeon	 E5-2609	 2.40GHz	 (6.40GT	 L2	 10M/80W/TB	 SandyBridge-EP)	 8Core	 (4Core	 x	 2CPU)	 
Main	 Memory:	 ECC	 Registered	 DDR3-1333	 Quad-Channel	 384GB	 (16	 GBx24)	 	 	 
Storage:	 HDD	 S-ATAII	 2TBx3	 (6TB)	 
Network	 Card:	 Dual	 GbE(intel	 i350)	 &	 Dual	 10GBase-T(intel	 X540)	 
	 
OS:	 Debian	 squeeze	 6.0.7	 (64bit)	 
Database:	 AllegroGraph	 4.11	 (Developer	 Version)	 and	 Virtuoso	 7	 (Open	 Source	 Version)	 
	 
	 
	 
Product	 Name:	 UTProt	 &	 UTProt	 Galaxy	 
	 
Cloud	 Environment:	 Amazon	 Web	 Service	 EC2	 
CPU	 (Instance	 Type):	 8	 ECU	 (Intel(R)	 Xeon(R)	 CPU	 E5645	 @	 2.40GHz),	 4vCPU,	 (m1.xlarge)	 
Main	 Memory:	 15GB	 	 	 
Storage:	 HDD	 8GB	 x	 1,	 HDD	 50GB	 x1	 	 
Network	 Performance:	 Middle	 (Dependent	 on	 an	 instance	 type)	 
	 
OS:	 Ubuntu	 12.04.3	 LTS	 (GNU/Linux	 3.2.0-40-virtual	 x86_64)	 
Framework:	 Concrete	 5.6.1.2	 and	 Galaxy	 (release_2013.02.08)	 
	 
	 
	 
Product	 Name:	 UTProt	 Image	 
	 
Cloud	 Environment:	 Amazon	 Web	 Service	 EC2	 
CPU	 (Instance	 Type):	 6.5	 ECU	 (Intel(R)	 Xeon(R)	 CPU	 E5-2665	 0	 @	 2.40GHz),	 2vCPU,	 (m2.xlarge)	 
Main	 Memory:	 17GB	 	 	 
Storage:	 HDD	 32GB	 x	 1,	 HDD	 404GB	 x1,	 HDD	 1TB	 x	 1	 
Network	 Performance:	 Middle	 (Dependent	 on	 an	 instance	 type)	 
	 
OS:	 Ubuntu	 12.04.2	 LTS	 (GNU/Linux	 3.2.0-40-virtual	 x86_64)	 
Framework:	 Coppermine	 Photo	 Gallery	 1.5.2.4	 
	 
	 
	 
Product	 Name:	 BILAB	 Data	 Portal	 
	 
Cloud	 Environment:	 Amazon	 Web	 Service	 EC2	 
CPU	 (Instance	 Type):	 Variable	 ECU	 (Intel(R)	 Xeon(R)	 CPU	 E5430	 @	 2.66GHz),	 1vCPU,	 (t1.micro)	 
Main	 Memory:	 635MB	 	 	 
Storage:	 HDD	 8GB	 x	 1	 	 
Network	 Performance:	 Very	 Low	 (Dependent	 on	 an	 instance	 type)	 
	 
OS:	 Ubuntu	 12.04.3	 LTS	 (Ubuntu	 10.04.4	 LTS	 (GNU/Linux	 2.6.32-350-ec2)	 
Framework:	 CKAN	 1.8	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Chapter 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
  We developed an integrated graph database for intermolecular interaction, the UTProt 
(University of Tokyo Protein) RDF Platform. It is a core database of PLBSP, which was 
created from PDB, PDB-Ligand, RDF-SIFTS from UniProt, and EBI SIFTS. In particular, 
RDF-SIFTS is an aggregate of seven small LODs that were constructed within a short time 
during BioHackathon 2013. It was developed based on the purpose-oriented subset LOD 
from the core databases such as SBP and PLBSP residue, which were developed by a 
bioinformatician. As of December 2013, the total number of UTProt triples was 30 billion. 
The global image of the UTProt database is shown in Figure 6. In the UTProt Project, the 
interactome LOD includes the public databases (blue) and original databases (green). Each 
sphere represents a database. The arrows show the links that exist between each database. To 
search LOD, the exclusive query language SPARQL is required. Next, we give search 
examples to the integrated database using SPARQL. We combined the SPARQL endpoint of 
the public database of PLBSP, RDF-SIFTS, and the exterior, and devised approximately 80 
combined queries.  
  These databases supported the creation of the part predictive tool of the sugar interacting 
protein. The developed program is modularized in the pipeline. The pipeline was exhibited as 
the workflow system UTProt Galaxy, which can be used on the Web. Next, in the UTProt 
image, we provide an open license to the graphics, which are needed when developing 
applications. The image of the protein are registered for approximately 480,000 affairs and 
ligands, of which 400,000 are the 2D graphics of the protein–ligand binding site that execute 
parallel computing powered by Ligplot [83] using high-performance computing (HPC). We 
examined the requirement to maintain the above knowledge circulation. We propose the 
novel strategy that structures the data stored by a researcher daily, after which it is entered 
into the database. Using CKAN, we first store closed data; thus, we can specify the timing at 
our own discretion and can shift to open data. After applying this in a bioinformatics 
laboratory to the Bioinformation Engineering Laboratory (BILAB) Data Portal for around 
two years, a dataset comprising 33 affairs was accumulated. Because metadata and an open 
license are added to these datasets, we can open them to the public in future. Moreover, the 
search for a new researcher was required to continue the work done by the staff and student 
who had relocated. The portal site that merged the tools and databases for the interactome of 
this series is UTProt (http://utprot.net). 
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Figure 6 In the UTProt Project, the interactome LOD includes the public databases (blue) and the original 
databases (green). Each sphere represents a different database. The arrows show the links between the 
different databases. 
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3.1 Summary of Integrated Graph Database for Interactomes 
3.1.1 UTProt RDF Platform 
  The UTProt RDF Platform is an aggregate of the SPARQL endpoint for intermolecular 
interaction research. Figure 7 describes the accessible SPARQL endpoints from the UTProt 
RDF platform. This product resembles the EBI RDF Platform. PLBSP has the interatomic 
distance of the protein–ligand in PDB calculated by previous research. According to Masaki 
Banno, we packed a sugar-interacting protein into the SBP database with respect to both sides 
of sequence and structure. According to Masayuki Yarimizu, TKIP is a protein-pair database 
comprising the receptor tyrosine kinase and a substrate ligand for protein–protein interaction. 
Table 1 shows statistics of these RDF databases and the public databases used in this study. 
The number of entries (triples) exceeded 30 billion. This section explains two subprojects, 
PLBSP and RDF-SIFTS, within the UTProt project. Then, the PLBSP-Residue, which is a 
lightweight version of PLBSP, was developed in December 2013 for the UTProt Galaxy 
pipeline. 
  wwPDB/RDF does not have atomic coordinates distributed by PDB. When the RDF of 
PDB in which readers include atomic coordinates is required, it is necessary to acquire and 
change XMLST for a PDBML file and wwPDB/RDF. We created house data of PDB/RDF 
containing all atoms from 94,335 PDBML files on November 2013. We succeeded in loading 
it to Virtuoso 7 in spite of the fact that these files exceeded 25 Gtriples.  
  In 2011, the UTProt RDF Platform used the data of the integrated UniProt database of 
amino acid sequences. In 2013, we built a mirror of the ChEMBL data, which is the 
biological activity of a low molecular compound. These RDFs were loaded to AllegroGraph 
4.11. 
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Table 1 RDF statistics of the secondary database that was created by UTProt, and the public database used 
by the backend. 
 
 
 
Figure 7 LOD of PLBSP or RDF-SIFTS was loaded to the RDF store as a graph. A user can access those 
endpoints from the UTProt RDF platform. 
UTProt database name triples [#]
PLBSP: Protein–Ligand Bindig Site Pair (with atom coordinate) 1,337,648,853
PLBSP2PDB 52,582,582
TKIP: Tyrosine Kinase Interaction Pair 440,806
SBP: Sugar Binding Pair 20,202,647
RDF-SIFTS version 2.0 10,527,560
PLBSP Residue 96,532,835
name of inclusive public database triples [#]
UniProt 2011 3,104,363,044
PDB 2013 (with atom coordinate) 25,259,162,986
PDB 2011 (no atom coordinate) 612,736,982
PDB Ligand 2011 28,040,694
ChEMBL 2013 137,497,642
Total 30,659,736,631
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3.1.2 Protein–Ligand Binding Site Pair (PLBSP) Database 
  PLBSP added and reconstructed the interatomic distances among ligand-binding residues 
using the 2011 edition of PDB and the data of the PDB-Ligand and PDB Ontology. The 
calculation of the interatomic interaction was as a result of inquiries made by Gul Saad in 
2011. The serialization program of PLBSP was a Perl script that was implemented by 
Toyofumi Fujiwara in DBCLS together with the authors at the BioHackathon 2012 workshop 
held in Toyama, Japan. Figure 8 shows the RDF schema of PLBSP. In this schema, we 
mainly use the PDB ontology. The URI of the name space is 
http://rdf.wwpdb.org/schema/pdbx-v40.owl, and the prefix is pdbo. We inputted the square of 
the interatomic distance, which has the property ddi:distance_to_atom of DDI. The URI of 
the name space of DDI is http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/DDI, and the prefix is ddi. 
BILAB ontology was uniquely designed using the vocabulary of the existing ontology when 
the range and domain of the property were not in agreement. We defined the URI of the name 
space as http://www.bi.a.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ontology/owl, and defined the prefix is bilab. Others 
used the vocabulary of RDF http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#, RDFS 
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#, and OWL http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#. We 
devised the design such that both the state of the existing interaction and its pair could be 
described between two atoms or two amino acid residues. 
 
Figure 8 RDF schema of PLBSP. It mainly uses PDB ontology. The blue node indicates the type class, the 
blank purple node indicates the resource ID, the literals are indicated by the green node, and the red node 
indicates the exterior LOD. The arrow shows the property. 
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3.1.3 RDF-SIFTS 
  Detailed cross-references such as chain-level information between UniProt and PDB 
require EBI SIFTS to present the dataset. We converted from SIFTS into the RDF format, 
and established a link between the smooth applications. SIFTS is a project that was used to 
map the concrete numerical value from the confirmed protein information on the chain level 
by EBI to the database of a function taxonomy and sequence. In SIFTS, they perform manual 
curation. We applied the precedence research to LOD by RDF-SIFTS. 
  Figure 9 shows the schema of RDF-SIFTS. PDB, UniProt, EDAM, and FALDO, which 
are ontologies utilized for this schema design. The URI of the namespace of UniProt Core is 
http://www.uniprot.org/core/, and the prefix is uniprot. EDAM is an ontology of 
bioinformatics techniques proposed by Ison et al. The URI of the namespace is 
http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/EDAM/, and the prefix is edam. The URI of ontology 
was used by FALDO to describe the detailed information regarding the nucleic acid and 
amino acid sequence discovered by Bolleman et al., and its namespace is 
http://biohackathon.org/resource/faldo, and the prefix is faldo. RDF-SIFTS was developed by 
the BILAB UTProt group during BioHackathon 2013, which was held in Tokyo. 
 
Figure 9 RDF schema of RDF SIFTS. The root of the PDB chain URI links to nine subset graphs (UniProt, 
Taxonomy, Enzyme, PubMed, GO, SCOP, CATH, Pfam, and InterPro). The source data is EBI SIFTS. 
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3.2 Knowledge Discovery Brought about by Database Integration 
  In this section, we describe a method of knowledge discovery using the UTProt RDF 
platform. We used the query language SPARQL1.1 as the inquiry language of the database. 
 
3.2.1 Use Case of SPARQL Query for Proteome and Interactome 
  In this section, we discuss Code 1 to Code 3 based on the SPARQL endpoint of 
PLBSP_residue, which is the lightweight version of PLBSP. The URI of the PLBSP_residue 
repository of AllegroGraph 4.11 has the port number 10035 on the tabiteuea server in NII. 
 
http://tabiteuea.lodac.nii.ac.jp:10035/repositories/PLBSP_residue#query/	 
 
 
 
  Code 1 is a query for web application UTProt Galaxy made using the UTProt RDF 
platform. The key sentence is “Select UniProt accession number of mannose-binding protein 
and the list of binding residue.” The result of this query enumerates UniProt AC (accession 
number) and the amino acid sequence numbers in PLBSP-Residue. Data 1 is a header of the 
data that expressed the inquiry result of Code 1 using the Turtle format (.ttl). In this paper, 
although omitted, Data 1 returns the result of 8,616 affairs. 
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Code 1 Select UniProt accession number of mannose-binding protein and the list of binding residue. 
 
PREFIX pdbo:<http://rdf.wwpdb.org/schema/pdbx-v40.owl#> 
PREFIX dcterms:<http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
PREFIX edam:<http://edamontology.org/> 
PREFIX sio:<http://semanticscience.org/resource/> 
 
SELECT DISTINCT ?uniprot ?sqno 
WHERE { 
  ?het_res pdbo:atom_site.chem_comp.id "MAN". 
  ?het_asym dcterms:isPartOf ?het_res; 
           rdf:type sio:SIO_010432; 
           rdfs:seeAlso ?pdb_res. 
  ?pdb_res rdf:type edam:data_1756; 
          rdfs:seeAlso ?unpres. 
  ?unpres rdf:type edam:data_1756. 
  ?unpres dcterms:isPartOf ?uniprot. 
  ?unpres rdfs:label ?sqno. 
 
} ORDER BY ?uniprot ?sqno 
 
 
Data 1 This is a header of the data indicating the inquiry result of Code 1 with Turtle (.ttl). In this paper, 
although omitted, Data 1 returns the result of 8,616 affairs. 
 
@prefix dc:      <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> . 
@prefix rs:      <http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/DataAccess/tests/result-set#> . 
@prefix x:       <http://example.org/ns#> . 
@prefix rdf:     <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
 
[]    rdf:type    rs:ResultSet; 
   rs:resultVariable "uniprot"; 
   rs:resultVariable "sqno"; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:index 1 ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/O61363> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value "2551"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 
                 rs:variable "sqno" ] ]; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:index 2 ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/O61363> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value "2553"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 
                 rs:variable "sqno" ] ]; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:index 3 ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/O61363> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value "2555"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 
                 rs:variable "sqno" ] ]; 
 
                                     : 
                                     : 
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  The feature of Code 2 is to execute a database search of the external SPARQL endpoint 
from the PLBSP endpoint using the SERVICE function. In this case, the key sentence is 
“Select UniProt accession number and the amino acid sequence of mannose-bound protein.” 
When using a SERVICE function, the user needs to understand the load of the server. In this 
example, the query has restricted the inquiry to the endpoint of UniProt LIMIT 100,000. It is 
common to acquire search results combining the OFFSET function and the LIMIT function 
in a database and shifting a start line. SPARQL also is not an exception. The results are 
shown in Data 2. We acquired an amino acid sequence of the mannose-bond protein with 24 
affairs. 
 
 
Code 2 Select UniProt accession number and the amino acid sequence of mannose-bound protein. The 
query was for both PLBSP_residue and the original UniProt using the SERVICE function. Here we set to 
LIMIT 100,000 based on restrictions of the SPARQL endpoint of the original UniProt. 
 
PREFIX pdbo:<http://rdf.wwpdb.org/schema/pdbx-v40.owl#>  
PREFIX dcterms:<http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
PREFIX edam:<http://edamontology.org/> 
PREFIX sio:<http://semanticscience.org/resource/> 
PREFIX up:<http://purl.uniprot.org/core/> 
 
SELECT ?uniprot ?uniparc ?seq 
WHERE { 
  SERVICE <http://beta.sparql.uniprot.org/> {  
    SELECT ?uniprot ?uniparc ?seq  
      WHERE { 
        ?uniprot a up:Protein. 
        ?uniparc up:sequenceFor ?uniprot; 
                rdf:value ?seq. 
      } LIMIT 100000  
  } 
  { SELECT DISTINCT ?uniprot { 
      ?het_res pdbo:atom_site.chem_comp.id "MAN". 
      ?het_asym dcterms:isPartOf ?het_res; 
               rdf:type sio:SIO_010432; 
               rdfs:seeAlso ?pdb_res. 
  
      ?pdb_res rdf:type edam:data_1756; 
              rdfs:seeAlso ?unpres. 
  
      ?unpres rdf:type edam:data_1756; 
             dcterms:isPartOf ?uniprot. 
    } 
  } 
} 
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Data 2 This is a header of the data indicating the inquiry result of Code 2 with Turtle (.ttl). In this paper, 
although omitted, Data 2 returns the result of 24 affairs. 
 
@prefix dc:      <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> . 
@prefix rs:      <http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/DataAccess/tests/result-set#> . 
@prefix x:       <http://example.org/ns#> . 
@prefix rdf:     <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
 
[]    rdf:type    rs:ResultSet; 
   rs:resultVariable "uniprot"; 
   rs:resultVariable "uniparc"; 
   rs:resultVariable "seq"; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P13689> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniparc/UPI000012514B> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniparc" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value 
"MAPDLSELAAAAAARGAYLAGVGVAVLLAASFLPVAESSCVRDNSLVRDISQMPQSSYGIEGLSHITVAGALN
HGMKEVEVWLQTISPGQRTPIHRHSCEEVFTVLKGKGTLLMGSSSLKYPGQPQEIPFFQNTTFSIPVNDPHQVW
NSDEHEDLQVLVIISRPPAKIFLYDDWSMPHTAAVLKFPFVWDEDCFEAAKDEL" ; 
                 rs:variable "seq" ] ]; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q9XFX3> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniparc/UPI00000AB8E8> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniparc" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value 
"MGTSIKANVLALFLFYLLSPTVFSVSDDGLIRIGLKKRKVDRIDQLRGRRALMEGNARKDFGFRGTVRDSGSAV
VALTNDRDTSYFGEIGIGTPPQKFTVIFDTGSSVLWVPSSKCINSKACRAHSMYESSDSSTYKENGTFGAIIYGTG
SITGFFSQDSVTIGDLVVKEQDFIEATDEADNVFLHRLFDGILGLSFQTISVPVWYNMLNQGLVKERRFSFWLNRN
VDEEEGGELVFGGLDPNHFRGDHTYVPVTYQYYWQFGIGDVLIGDKSTGFCAPGCQAFADSGTSLLSGPTAIVT
QINHAIGANGVMNQQCKTVVSRYGRDIIEMLRSKIQPDKICSHMKLCTFDGARDVSSIIESVVDKNNDKSSGGIHD
EMCTFCEMAVVWMQNEIKQSETEDNIINYANELCEHLSTSSEELQVDCNTLSSMPNVSFTIGGKKFGLTPEQYIL
KVGKGEATQCISGFTAMDATLLGPLWILGDVFMRPYHTVFDYGNLLVGFAEAA" ; 
                 rs:variable "seq" ] ]; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P69327> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniparc/UPI0000036D3C> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniparc" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value 
"MSFRSLLALSGLVCTGLANVISKRATLDSWLSNEATVARTAILNNIGADGAWVSGADSGIVVASPSTDNPDYFY
TWTRDSGLVLKTLVDLFRNGDTSLLSTIENYISAQAIVQGISNPSGDLSSGAGLGEPKFNVDETAYTGSWGRPQR
DGPALRATAMIGFGQWLLDNGYTSTATDIVWPLVRNDLSYVAQYWNQTGYDLWEEVNGSSFFTIAVQHRALVE
GSAFATAVGSSCSWCDSQAPEILCYLQSFWTGSFILANFDSSRSGKDANTLLGSIHTFDPEAACDDSTFQPCSP
RALANHKEVVDSFRSIYTLNDGLSDSEAVAVGRYPEDTYYNGNPWFLCTLAAAEQLYDALYQWDKQGSLEVTD
VSLDFFKALYSDAATGTYSSSSSTYSSIVDAVKTFADGFVSIVETHAASNGSMSEQYDKSDGEQLSARDLTWSY
AALLTANNRRNSVVPASWGETSASSVPGTCAATSAIGTYSSVTVTSWPSIVATGGTTTTATPTGSGSVTSTSKT
TATASKTSTSTSSTSCTTPTAVAVTFDLTATTTYGENIYLVGSISQLGDWETSDGIALSADKYTSSDPLWYVTVT
LPAGESFEYKFIRIESDDSVEWESDPNREYTVPQACGTSTATVTDTWR" ; 
                 rs:variable "seq" ] ];  
 
                                     : 
                                     : 
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The following Code 3 is a query that chooses the mannose-binding residue when it has 
protein sequence information. The result of Data 3 returns 1,083 triples. 
 
Code 3 Search the mannose-bound protein from the target UniProt accession number and select the 
binding residue. 
 
PREFIX pdbo:<http://rdf.wwpdb.org/schema/pdbx-v40.owl#> 
PREFIX dcterms:<http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
PREFIX edam:<http://edamontology.org/> 
PREFIX sio:<http://semanticscience.org/resource/> 
 
SELECT DISTINCT ?uniprot ?sqno 
WHERE { 
 ?het_res pdbo:atom_site.chem_comp.id "MAN". 
 ?het_asym dcterms:isPartOf ?het_res; 
          rdf:type sio:SIO_010432; 
          rdfs:seeAlso ?pdb_res. 
 ?pdb_res rdf:type edam:data_1756; 
         rdfs:seeAlso ?unpres. 
 ?unpres rdf:type edam:data_1756. 
 ?unpres dcterms:isPartOf ?uniprot. 
 ?unpres rdfs:label ?sqno. 
 
VALUES ( ?uniprot ) {  
    ( <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P13689> )  
    ( <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P26213> )  
    ( <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P12337> )  
    ( <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P02867> )  
    ( <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q29451> )  
    ( <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q70KY3> )  
  }  
} ORDER BY ?uniprot ?sqno 
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Data 3 This is a header of the data indicating the inquiry result of Code 3 with Turtle (.ttl). In this paper, 
although omitted, Data 3 returns the result of 1,083 affairs. 
 
 
@prefix dc:      <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> . 
@prefix rs:      <http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/DataAccess/tests/result-set#> . 
@prefix x:       <http://example.org/ns#> . 
@prefix rdf:     <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
 
[]    rdf:type    rs:ResultSet; 
   rs:resultVariable "uniprot"; 
   rs:resultVariable "sqno"; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:index 1 ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P02867> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value "69"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 
                 rs:variable "sqno" ] ]; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:index 2 ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P02867> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value "110"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 
                 rs:variable "sqno" ] ]; 
  rs:solution [ 
    rs:index 3 ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value <http://purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P02867> ; 
                 rs:variable "uniprot" ] ; 
    rs:binding [ rs:value "111"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 
                 rs:variable "sqno" ] ]; 
 
                                     : 
                                     : 
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3.3 Introduction of Applications using Biosemantics 
  In this study, we developed the graph database (UTProt LOD), the pipeline of predictor 
tools (UTProt Galaxy), and the image library (UTProt-Image) using an open license and 
based on interactome LOD. The portal site UTProt (http://utprot.net) was used to integrate 
these products. UTProt LOD has access to the graphics of approximately 30 billion triples. 
We are assembling data from UTProt LOD and have succeeded in designing predictors of 
carbohydrates and lipids using support vector machine within only a few weeks. The UTProt 
Galaxy pipeline was formed from four predictors and was combined with other 
bioinformatics processing tools so that it could execute a workflow.  
 
3.3.2 UTProt Galaxy: Web Pipeline for Interactome Prediction and Analysis 
Tools 
  Galaxy is an open-source pipeline framework for the genome science and is used 
internationally. We built into it a predictive tool for interactome as a module. Although the 
main part of Galaxy is the program written by Python, we can use several other programming 
languages such as C/C++, Java, Perl, Python, Ruby, R, and web service API for the pipeline 
modules. We utilized the backend database that this Web service asks SPARQL queries. 
 
Figure 10 Screenshot of UTProt Galaxy home. The menu on the left-hand sidebar has a machine-learning 
predictor module developed by BILAB in the UTProt project. The center indicates the user interface and 
results. The right-hand sidebar displays the status of the execution, the icon of inspection, and download of 
data. 
  The user can obtain access if http://utprot.net:8080 is inputted into UTProt Galaxy in the 
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address bar of a web browser. If we click the Bilab menu in the left-hand sidebar of the home 
screen, the user can access each module of the intermolecular interaction predictive tool. 
Now, the system has a predictor related to sugar-binding proteins and lipid-interacting 
proteins. In December 2013, the number of modules was 14. Figure 10 is a screenshot of the 
UTProt Galaxy home screen. Next the list of those module functions is shown. 
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Figure 11 In UTProt Galaxy, we can edit a module on a connection graphical user interface and can setup 
a workflow. 
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  The execution of the module from the left-hand sidebar is performed using an interactive 
method. Next, we describe how these are pipelined. The user can perform a pipeline edit if 
“Workflow” is chosen from the menu in the upper part of a screen. The brown nodes can 
connect them freely by a pipe among each of the module functions in Figure 11. We believe 
that this edit function is user-friendly for wet biologists (non-bioinformaticians). The user can 
also use the default modules of Galaxy other than the collective predictive tools of UTProt. 
 
 
 
Figure 12 Pipeline edited using the workflow of UTProt Galaxy can perform repeated operations using a 
single action. It can be shared with other users. 
 
  Moreover, the editor tool that was created reduces the number of workflows, and end users 
can perform it any number of times. Different users can also share the pipeline that was 
created. The workflow that was created by the development team of UTProt is prepared as 
the default. Figure 12 is a screen showing the workflow execution. 
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3.3.3 UTProt Image: Open-license Image Library for Interactome for which 
CC BY was Applied to All Pictures 
  The development of the application for interactome requires the image data of the 
intermolecular interaction, which can be used immediately with an open license. In the 
UTProt-Image, a user can locate graphics from over 480,000 helpful images; these can be 
downloaded for interactomics using an open license. Raster graphics (in the PNG format) and 
vector graphics (in the SVG format) are provided as images in this service. Figure 13 is the 
home screen of the UTProt Image service provided by us. We can peruse the Website by 
accessing http://www.utprot.org/resource/images/. There are three items (PDB thumbnail, 
Ligand thumbnail, and PLBSP Ligplot) at the top page in 2013. The PDB thumbnail is a 
two-dimensional figure of the solid structure, where the ligand drawn by the script of UCSF 
Chimera was emphasized. The ligand thumbnail shows the two-dimensional figures of the 
structural model drawn about the low molecular compound using the command line tools of 
ChemAxon [84]. PLBSP Ligplot is the result of 400,000 affairs obtained by Ligplot for the 
analysis of the ligand–residue pair of PLBSP. 
 
Figure 13 In 2013, the UTProt Image had three categories: the thumbnail of the protein structure of PDB, 
the chemical structure thumbnail of the ligand, and the two-dimensional picture of the interaction of a 
ligand and amino acid residue, which was calculated by Ligplot based on the result of PLBSP. The total 
exceeds 480,000 affairs. 
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  Figure 14 is a screenshot of an open page of the individual record. We display the protein 
using a wire model, which is indicated by a sphere as a low molecular compound. The 
protein color is distinguished by color and is based on the secondary structure. The helix is 
purple, the strand is green, and the coil is gray. The user first needs to do an ON collection of 
the PDB ID. The number of records is 84,638. 
 
Figure 14 This is a screenshot displaying 11GS using PDB ID in UTProt Galaxy. We can obtain 
two-dimensional images of a structure having 84,000 affairs by searching PDB ID at an input. A user can 
use all pictures under the condition of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0, which is an open-license tool. 
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  Figure 15 illustrates the chemical structure of sugar that was drawn using ChemAxon. The 
graphics of the ligand was tentatively created and has only 241 entries. They are registered by 
InChIKey, which is a hash key of International Chemical identifier (InChI) that identifies low 
molecular compounds [85]. The user first needs to do a search of the ON collection of the 
InChIKey. 
 
 
Figure 15 This is a screenshot that searches the image for a ligand of sugar with a UTProt Image. A user 
can search an entry with InChIKey. 
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  Figure 16 is the result of a search for the mannose-bound amino acid residue with 
keyword “MAN” as the item of PLBSP-Ligplot in the UTProt Image. With respect to the 
result, there were 162 hits, and for 160 of them, files are included in PLBSP-Ligplot, and the 
remaining 2 files are included in the PDB thumbnail category. 
 
Figure 16 This is a screenshot that searches with the item of PLBSP-Ligplot about mannose (MAN) in 
UTProt Image. There are 400,000 entries.  
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Figure 17 As an example, a user acquires the two-dimensional picture of an interaction with the amino 
acid residue around the sequence number MAN 482 of A-chain of PDB ID 1AGM. The user can use these 
analysis results obtained by CC BY. 
 
  The interactome LOD quickly changed the machine-learning dataset concentrations. From 
this work, the developers can utilize UTProt, PDB, RDF-SIFTS, PDB Residue, and other 
databases. Furthermore, two or more predictors were extended to a user-friendly pipeline. 
The end users can use the open images in UTProt for research, education, and business under 
licensed conditions. One merit of data-driven science is the reformulation and reusability of 
data. We continue to enrich the contents of interactome in UTProt. 
  Here if an individual record is clicked, a detailed picture such as that in Figure 17 will be 
displayed. This figure is drawn by the analysis of Ligplot in which red (pink) represents 
ligands and green represents the surrounding amino acid residues. Purple represents the 
covalent bonds, the light-blue ball represents H2O, and the light-blue dashed line shows the 
hydrogen bond. The orange icon represents the hydrophobic contact. We calculated these 
using the unused processor on two-cluster computing systems such as tostogw2/tostogw4 
series, which we own. Table 2 shows the specifications of the cluster machine used for 
Ligplot’s calculation. Moreover, we entered the configuration file of Ligplot for Code 4. In 
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this experiment, with the exception of the parameter file, we used the default value. 
  In addition, information such as the ID of PDB to input a ligand (or amino acid residue) 
name or a residue number are used in the PLBSP database. Here, this information is the most 
significant, which reuses LOD integrated by UTProt RDF Platform for HPC. 
 
Table 2 Specifications of a cluster machine that used the PLBSP origin data in UTProt Image for 
calculations by Ligplot. 
 
 
 
Code 4 This code has the parameter specification at the time of Ligplot execution. We omitted the portion 
of NOTE. 
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Clustar Number Host Name CPU Memory[MB]
HDD
[GB]
OS 
(kernel version)
Clustar 1 tosto19-32 Xeon 2.8 GHz 4096 80 SuSE 7.3(2.4.20)
Clustar 2 tosto55-58 Xeon 3.47 GHz 6core*2 20540 240 CentOS 5.5 (2.6.18-164.15.1.el5)
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(The rest is omitted.) 
: 
 
LINKED RESIDUES (see Note below) 
--------------- 
HIS-ASP  <- Residue-pair 1 
HOH-***  <- Residue-pair 2 
         <- Residue-pair 3 
         <- Residue-pair 4 
         <- Residue-pair 5 
         <- Residue-pair 6 
         <- Residue-pair 7 
         <- Residue-pair 8 
         <- Residue-pair 9 
         <- Residue-pair 10 
 
: 
(The rest is omitted.) 
: 
 
SIZES (All sizes are relative sizes given in Angstroms) 
----- 
0.33  <- Radius: Ligand atoms 
0.33  <- Radius: Non-ligand atoms 
0.33  <- Radius: Water molecules 
1.15  <- Radius: Hydrophobic contact residues 
0.80  <- Radius: Ligand residues in simple-residue representation 
0.25  <- Line-thickness: Ligand bonds 
0.35  <- Line-thickness: Non-ligand bonds 
0.07  <- Line-thickness: Hydrogen bonds 
0.07  <- Line-thickness: External covalent bonds 
 
 
TEXT SIZES (Relative sizes in Angstroms) 
---------- 
1.20  <- Residue names: Ligand residues 
1.00  <- Residue names: Non-ligand residues 
0.50  <- Residue names: Water molecule IDs 
0.50  <- Residue names: Hydrophobic-interaction residues 
0.50  <- Residue names: in simple-residue representation 
0.31  <- Atom names: Ligand atoms 
0.31  <- Atom names: Non-ligand atoms 
0.44  <- Hydrogen-bond lengths 
 
 
COLOURS (Note: colour definitions are given at end of file) 
------- 
WHITE          <- Background colour of page 
PINK           <- Ligand bonds [or ATOM - see Note] 
LIME GREEN     <- Non-ligand bonds [or ATOM - see Note] 
SKY BLUE       <- Hydrogen bonds 
PURPLE         <- External covalent bonds 
RED            <- Hydrophobic interactions 
ORANGE         <- Accessibility shading: Buried atoms 
YELLOW         <- Accessibility shading: Accessible atoms 
BLUE           <- Nitrogen atoms 
RED            <- Oxygen atoms 
BLACK          <- Carbon atoms 
YELLOW         <- Sulphur atoms 
TURQUOISE      <- Water atoms 
PURPLE         <- Phosphorus atoms 
LILAC          <- Iron atoms 
GREEN          <- All other atoms 
BLACK          <- Atom edges 
BLACK          <- Circles in simple-residue representation 
 
: 
(The rest is omitted.) 
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: 
 
TEXT COLOURS (Note: colour definitions are given at end of file) 
------------ 
BLACK          <- Plot title 
BLACK          <- Legends in key to symbols 
BRICK RED      <- Residue names: Ligand residues 
OLIVE GREEN    <- Residue names: Non-ligand residues 
BLUE           <- Residue names: Water molecule IDs 
RED            <- Residue names: Hydrophobic-interaction residues 
BRICK RED      <- Atom names: Ligand atoms 
OLIVE GREEN    <- Atom names: Non-ligand atoms 
SKY BLUE       <- Hydrogen bond lengths 
 
 
COLOUR DEFINITIONS 
------------------ 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 'BLACK          '<- Colour 1 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 'WHITE          '<- Colour 2 
1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 'RED            '<- Colour 3 
0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 'GREEN          '<- Colour 4 
0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 'BLUE           '<- Colour 5 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 'YELLOW         '<- Colour 6 
0.8000 0.5000 0.0000 'ORANGE         '<- Colour 7 
0.5000 1.0000 0.0000 'LIME GREEN     '<- Colour 8 
0.5000 0.0000 1.0000 'PURPLE         '<- Colour 9 
0.5000 1.0000 1.0000 'CYAN           '<- Colour 10 
1.0000 0.5000 1.0000 'PINK           '<- Colour 11 
0.3000 0.8000 1.0000 'SKY BLUE       '<- Colour 12 
1.0000 1.0000 0.7000 'CREAM          '<- Colour 13 
0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 'TURQUOISE      '<- Colour 14 
1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 'LILAC          '<- Colour 15 
0.8000 0.0000 0.0000 'BRICK RED      '<- Colour 16 
0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 'BROWN          '<- Colour 17 
0.9700 0.9700 0.9700 'LIGHT GREY     '<- Colour 18 
0.1000 0.5000 0.0000 'OLIVE GREEN    '<- Colour 19 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 'WHITE          '<- Colour 20 
 
 
MINIMIZATION PARAMETERS 
----------------------- 
 10.00    <- Atom-atom clash parameter 
  0.20    <- Bond-atom clash parameter 
200.0     <- Bond-overlap score 
  0.5     <- Weight for term giving H-bond deviation from ideal value 
  0.01    <- Weight for term giving non-bond dist deviation from ideal value 
 10.0     <- Weight for internal energies (atom clashes, etc) 
 15.0     <- Furthest move-distance for H-bonded groups (in Angstroms) 
  1.0     <- "Stretch factor" for H-bond lengths 
1000      <- Number of loops for the minimization process 
0.0       <- Terminate minimization if energy drops by less than this value 
N         <- Random start for minimization routines - (Y/N)? 
20.0      <- Weight for anchor-position energy term 
5.0       <- Weight for interface-boundary energy term 
2.0       <- Closest atom-distance to boundary representing interface 
0.3       <- Weight for relative residue-positions energy term 
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3.4 Method of License Control for Circulatory Knowledge 
  In this section, we propose a method for collection and accumulation without losing 
important data results. From the first stage, it was necessary to deal with scientific data 
considering patent conditions and the privacy policy. However, after papers are published, if 
a patent is being sought, scientists and engineers are required to exhibit data related to the 
product. This is because the public presentation of data ensures the circulation of new 
knowledge. Then, we implemented a data repository in a closed environment that assumes 
open-source data from the beginning. We named as the BILAB Data Portal to it that is based 
on CKAN. CKAN is a data portal of global standard for open data as a framework of an open 
source made by the Open Knowledge Foundation (OKF). We develop this web service on 
AWS EC2. Accessible IP was restricted in a port level to access control and offered closed 
environment for the security. BILAB Data Portal makes the open data ones from closed data 
easy. BILAB Data Portal can register required memo, program, figure and report in the 
mush-up development during the project duration. Writing an experiment note of scientific 
research is important to continue. BILAB Data Portal supports succession of experimental 
data. A successor has a merit that can inherit a predecessor’s work quickly by experimenting 
on data in structure per laboratory or project and accumulating them. Furthermore, an 
engineer may realize the idea which the researcher proposed. We think it to be the first step 
toward open data to share science data in an organization. 
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  Figure 18 shows the home screen of the BILAB Data Portal, on which we spent two years 
performing research and registered the project of 33 affairs as a dataset. If a keyword is 
inputted into a search form, we can perform the search for a dataset in retrieval by a natural 
sentence. For this purpose, it is necessary to provide the description of a dataset. Moreover, 
the user can refer to the tag given to the dataset and the file format of the data registered. 
 
 
Figure 18 This is a prototype of the BILAB data portal for accumulating and reusing the scientific data in 
a laboratory using CKAN. Thirty-three datasets were registered while using the closed environment for 
two years. The end users can use the search form: full-text search, facet search, or directory search. 
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  In this system, the user can perform a directory search of the grouped dataset. In addition, 
the user can perform a facet search using the tag or file format. Figure 19 shows a screenshot 
of the search screen. 
 
 
Figure 19 We display the list of datasets in the BILAB Data Portal. The main area displays the title, 
description, license, and file format of the records. A user can browse the right-hand sidebar from the 
format group name of a tag resource. 
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  A user registers data individually into a dataset. The user can link to data or a document, or 
perform file uploads or API registration. We registered the result of our research to the 
BILAB Data Portal. Figure 20 is an entry of the project involving a ligand-binding site 
predictive tool. 
 
 
Figure 20 When a researcher moves out of a laboratory, even if his successor does not ask permission, 
he/she can access previous information because of the open license assigned to the document and the 
program. 
 
 
 
  The file name, file format, license, preview, and metadata are displayed in the resource 
record. The user clicks the upper-right download button and acquires the relevant data. 
Figure 21 is a screenshot displaying resources of the bottom of the heap. 
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Figure 21 In the BILAB Data Portal, we have assigned a license and metadata to the document program 
and the figure in the dataset (project). Such metadata are easily acquirable from REST API in the RDF 
format. The users can download data manually. 
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Chapter 4 CONCLUSION 
 
  In conclusion, we developed a novel framework for reducing bioinformatics tasks using 
biosemantics that obtain interactome RDF data. We extended those base databases and 
supported the intermolecular interaction predictive tool development using machine learning. 
As a result, we could shorten the development period of the application. Interactome LOD 
can generate few predictive tools as modules of the workflow on the Web. We exhibited 
480,000 images that provide common open licenses for database developers. It employs all 
licenses using the Creative Commons Attribution [80]. Furthermore, we proposed a method 
that stores in a laboratory life-science-related data, which is continually increasing and which 
can be used in future public presentations. We improved the ability to ensure the continuity 
of research by providing a structure and license using meta-information. We believe that 
biosemantics will be a basis of bioinformatics in the future. 
 
4.1 UTProt: LOD-based Database Integration and Application Development for 
Interactome 
  We applied the concrete method of biosemantics to interactome. The result was an 
integrated UTProt database. The working efficiency of bioinformaticians can be increased by 
offering all with the RDF data. The short-term project of analytical (predictor) tools 
development of JST NBDC for four months is using the UTProt RDF Platform. In our project, 
we developed a module for three predictive tools and 14 pipelines. The UTProt RDF 
Platform can generate predictive tools as the modules of the workflow on the Web. We 
exhibited 480,000 images that have an open license for database developers. It employs all 
licenses by Creative Commons Attribution. Furthermore, we proposed a method of 
circulating knowledge to increase life science data in a closed organization. This idea will 
allow ease of registration to public databases in the future. We therefore improved the 
continuity of research by providing the structure and license using meta-information. We 
believe that biosemantics will be the basis of bioinformatics in the future. 
 
4.2 Fusion of Data-driven Science and Bioinformatics in Big Data Era 
  Finally, we describe the short-term view about the public performance and society of 
science data. In the big data age, databases are indispensable to life science research. The 
design of drugs for medical treatment and new agricultural breakthroughs are expected due to 
advances in database integration. However, there remain some barriers. One is that biologists, 
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medical doctors, and chemists are not necessarily open to public presentation of their 
experimental data. They are usually interested only in registering to databases that are 
required to publish papers. Besides, in many cases, they may opt to hide the data when 
technology unique to the data is included. Using only an exclusive system for such a system, 
we consider that it will become impossible to clear future research tasks. Then, we proposed 
computational biosemantics, which combines open data, Semantic Web, bioinformatics, and 
a life science database. The most important aspect is that the open license is assigned to data 
document software. When a bioinformatician conducts a secondary analysis using the 
database, he/she can access and use it freely. We believe that open data and an open-access 
journal is required to reach other researchers. Other persons will be able to discover the value 
of data for which the data provider has not yet realized the value. Furthermore, an engineer 
may develop a tool that is useful for biologists and doctors, who are data providers. We 
believe that the integration and accumulation of open science data is helpful for purposes 
besides the promotion of scientific applications. We need to create a biosemantics foundation 
for molecular biology and structural biology to unify society. In December 2013, the 
Japanese government offered information related to machine-readable open data. Moreover, 
we have enabled the large-scale transfer of open data in various places, including private 
enterprises and civic activities other than universities and research institutions. All the results 
of the scientific results by a government subsidy should be indicated to people. Open data 
was useful for gathering information during the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami in Japan 
at 2011. Building and analyzing the basis for scientific information will contribute to the 
determination of national policy. Here, we specify that CC BY is given to the full text of this 
thesis. It is considered to be a step toward the generation of open science data. 
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